
Additive to maintain or restore the efficiency of AC/R Systems
SAFE FOR ALL REFRIGERANTS & VEHICLES, INCLUDING HYBRIDS & ELECTRIC

COOL-SHOT ULTRA is a synthetic catalyst to maintain or restore
the efficiency of all AC/R Systems, avoiding the formation of “Oil
Fouling” if used in new systems or eliminating this phenomenon
if inserted in already working ones.

 Features

- It increases the efficiency of the compressor lubricant.
- It extends the life of the compressor.
- It reduces friction inside the compressor by reducing vibration
- It significantly reduces compressor noise.
- It reduces system maintenance costs.
- It reduces CO2 emissions.
- It doesn't alter the refrigerant gas.
- It doesn't cause chemical changes to the compressor lubricant.

- Its action is permanent over time.
- It doesn't damage the compressor.
- It is compatible with all refrigerant gases, 
   including CO2, excluding R717 (ammonia).
- It is compatible with any kind of Air Conditioning 
   or Refrigeration systems (Vehicle A/C or AC/R).
- It is compatible with Electric & Hybrid vehicles.
- It is visible to any UV Lamp.

Application for Vehicle A/C Systems
1. Start the engine of the vehicle.
2. Turn the air conditioner on and set the temperature to minimum.
3. Locate the low-pressure charging port of the A/C system and connect the adapter.
4. Connect the cartridge to the adapter and inject COOL-SHOT ULTRA into the system.
5. Disconnect the cartridge from the system.
6. Keep the A/C system on for at least 30 minutes.
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Oil Fouling Problem
Inside an AC/R system, together with the refrigerant gas, compressor lubricating oil (from 1 to 8%) circulates and deposits on the 
internal walls of the evaporator and condenser pipes

- the heat exchange between the refrigerant gas and the pipes
- the diameter of the pipes
- the lubricating capacity of the oil
- the volume of lubricant in the compressor
- the system efficiency of about 30% (Ashrae data)

COOL-SHOT ULTRA is composed of two synthetic catalysts and a lubricating agent. If used in a preventive manner it prevents the oil 
from settling on the walls of the system. If used in a resolutive manner instead, it removes the oil that has settled on the walls of the 
system during the years of use, it solubilizes the oil and brings it back to the compressor.

PART NUMBER
7202

THIS REDUCES ...

R1234yf

R134a

R12

SAFE FOR ALL REFRIGERANTS & RECOVERY MACHINES (WILL NOT CLOG)



Cool-Shot Ultra

Adapters for the injection of additives in AC/R Systems

Adapters for Vehicle A/C Systems

The 6ml (0.20 fl oz) cartridge is a universal dose for any vehicle.
The 6ml (0.20 fl oz) cartridge must be used entirely, regardless of the amount of refrigerant gas contained in the vehicle A/C system.

FLEX HOSE ADAPTER

Flexible adapter that facilitates the injection of the additive inside the system when the charging port is 
difficult to reach.

(always included with adaptors AR4222 & AR4223)

PART NUMBER
7202K4

CONTENTS OF 7202K4

4PK/6PK COOL-SHOT ULTRA - W/ ADAPTERS : SAFE FOR EV & HYBRID VEHICLES
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7202K4: 4PK Cool-Shot Ultra - R1234yf, R134a, & R12 W/ Adapters

7202K6: 6PK Cool-Shot Ultra - R1234yf, R134a, & R12 W/ AdaptersPART NUMBER
7202K6

CONTENTS OF 7202K6

4PK

6PK

Additive to maintain or restore the efficiency of AC/R Systems
SAFE FOR ALL REFRIGERANTS & VEHICLES, INCLUDING HYBRIDS & ELECTRIC

Doses for Vehicle A/C Systems

6ml (0.20 fl oz) universal dose

Black adapter with quick coupler and security 
system to prevent refrigerant gas leaks, to be 
connected to the low pressure charging port of 
the vehicle A/C system operating with R134a 
refrigerant gas

Green adapter with quick coupler and security 
system to prevent refrigerant gas leaks, to be 
connected to the low pressure charging port of 
the vehicle A/C system operating with R1234yf 
refrigerant gas.

PART NUMBER
AR4223

PART NUMBER
AR4222

Flex Hose + R134a Black Adapter Flex Hose + R1234yf Green Adapter

R134a R1234yf

(Required to Install 7202 in R134a System) (Required to Install 7202 in R1234yf System)

7202 (x4) : Cool-Shot Ultra - R1234yf, R134a, R12, EV & Hybrid Vehicles  
AR4223 (x1) : 1234yf Install Adaptor (Required to Install 7202 In R1234yf System)
AR4222 (x1) : R134a Install Adaptor (Required to Install 7202 In R134a System)

7202K4  BILL OF MATERIALS

7202 (x6) : Cool-Shot Ultra - R1234yf, R134a, R12, EV & Hybrid Vehicles  
AR4223 (x1) : 1234yf Install Adaptor (Required to Install 7202 In R1234yf System)
AR4222 (x1) : R134a Install Adaptor (Required to Install 7202 In R134a System)

7202K6  BILL OF MATERIALS



Leak Stop Additive for Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Systems.
SAFE FOR ALL REFRIGERANTS & VEHICLES, INCLUDING HYBRIDS & ELECTRIC

EXTREME ULTRA is a leak stop that guarantees a permanent repair 
of micro leakages up to 0.3 mm in rubber and metal components of 
the Air conditioning and refrigeration systems. It is a new step in the 
evolution of the leak stop Extreme. The new innovative formula is 
more efficient and reduces the dose: only 6 ml for all types of 
vehicles and for AC/R systems up to 21 KW.

The action of EXTREME ULTRA is mechanical. It works in affinity with materials and components without creating any kind of chemical 
reaction. The product seals during the functioning of the Air Conditioning and Refrigeration system. Time needed for the complete 
sealing depends on dimensions and shape of the leakage.

 Features

-- It is polymer-free.
-- It is non-reactive to oxygen and moisture.
-- It is compatible with every kind of lubricant.
-- It repairs microleaks in rubber and metal components of AC/R systems.
-- It is safe for A/C System components.
-- It is compatible with any kind of Air Conditioning 
   or Refrigeration systems (Vehicle A/C or AC/R).
-- It is visible to any UV Lamp.
-- Its action is permanent over time.
-- It is non-flammable.

-- It is non-irritating.
-- It is safe for the operator.
-- It is compatible with all Refrigerant Gas, 
   including CO2, excluding R717 (ammonia).
--It is compatible with Electric & Hybrid vehicles.
-- It doesn’t damage the compressor.
-- It significantly reduces Compressor noise.
-- It doesn’t clog or damage the recovery machine.
-- It doesn’t stop inside the drier filter.
-- It doesn’t accumulate in the expansion valve.

Application for Vehicle A/C Systems
1. Start the engine of the vehicle.
2. Turn the air conditioner on and set the temperature to minimum.
3. Locate the low-pressure charging port of the A/C system and connect the adapter.
4. Connect the cartridge to the adapter and inject EXTREME ULTRA into the system.
5. Disconnect the cartridge from the system.
6. Keep the A/C system on for at least 30 minutes.
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PART NUMBER
7201

Lubrificant
Gas Refrigerant
Extreme Ultra

SAFE FOR ALL REFRIGERANTS & RECOVERY MACHINES (WILL NOT CLOG)

R1234yf

R134a

R12



Extreme Ultra
Doses for Vehicle A/C Systems

Adapters for the injection of additives in AC/R Systems

Adapters for Vehicle A/C Systems

The 6ml (0.20 fl oz) cartridge is a universal dose for any vehicle.
The 6ml (0.20 fl oz) cartridge must be used entirely, regardless of the amount of refrigerant gas contained in the vehicle A/C system.

FLEX HOSE ADAPTER

Flexible adapter that facilitates the injection of the additive inside the system when the charging port is 
difficult to reach.

(always included with adaptors AR4222 & AR4223)

Black adapter with quick coupler and security 
system to prevent refrigerant gas leaks, to be 
connected to the low pressure charging port of 
the vehicle A/C system operating with R134a 
refrigerant gas

Green adapter with quick coupler and security 
system to prevent refrigerant gas leaks, to be 
connected to the low pressure charging port of 
the vehicle A/C system operating with R1234yf 
refrigerant gas.

PART NUMBER
7201K4

PART NUMBER
7201K6

CONTENTS OF 7201K4

CONTENTS OF 7201K6

7201K6: 6PK Extreme Ultra Leak Stop - R1234yf, R134a, & R12 W/ Adapters

4PK/6PK EXTREME ULTRA LEAK STOP -  W/ ADAPTERS : SAFE FOR EV & HYBRID VEHICLES

7201K4: 4PK Extreme Ultra Leak Stop - R1234yf, R134a, & R12 W/ Adapters

PART NUMBER
AR4223

PART NUMBER
AR4222

Flex Hose + R134a Black Adapter Flex Hose + R1234yf Green Adapter

R134a R1234yf

4PK

6PK

6ml (0.20 fl oz) universal dose
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Leak Stop Additive for Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Systems.
SAFE FOR ALL REFRIGERANTS & VEHICLES, INCLUDING HYBRIDS & ELECTRIC

7201 (x4) : Extreme Ultra Leak Stop - R1234yf, R134a, R12, EV & Hybrid Vehicles  
AR4223 (x1) : 1234yf Install Adaptor (Required to Install 7201 In R1234yf System)
AR4222 (x1) : R134a Install Adaptor (Required to Install 7201 In R134a System)

7201K4  BILL OF MATERIALS

7201 (x6) : Extreme Ultra Leak Stop - R1234yf, R134a, R12, EV & Hybrid Vehicles  
AR4223 (x1) : 1234yf Install Adaptor (Required to Install 7201 In R1234yf System)
AR4222 (x1) : R134a Install Adaptor (Required to Install 7201 In R134a System)

7201K6  BILL OF MATERIALS

(Required to Install 7201 in R134a System) (Required to Install 7201 in R1234yf System)


